
 

Interactions User Guide 
 

Overview 
What are Interactions? 
Interactions represent communication between your organization and other individuals and firms. These 
Interactions relate to other records in AIM including Accounts, Contacts, Deals, and Investors. The purpose of 
Interactions is to log events and accompanying notes that can be valuable to understanding the status of 
relationships and active fundraising or investing opportunities. This includes emails to potential LPs, calls regarding 
due diligence, meetings with advisors or intermediaries, annual meetings, etc. Interactions provide transparency 
across your organization, track emails and calls for compliance, provide insight on coverage, and allow leadership to 
understand employee activity. 
 
What are Interaction References? 
Interaction References are the real power behind Interactions. They connect Interactions to the other relevant 
records within AIM. One Interaction can be linked to multiple Interaction References. Interaction References link an 
Interaction to whichever records in the system represent participants or referenced topics. The following objects 
can be referenced by Interactions: Account, Contact, Deal, Entity, Fund, Fundraising, Investor, User.  
 
Why Use Interactions Instead of Salesforce Activities? 
Interactions are a proprietary solution and they replace standard Salesforce Activities (Tasks, Events, Emails) 
because Interactions can be related to multiple WHO records (Contacts) and multiple WHAT records (Accounts, 
Contacts, Deals, Funds, Investors, etc). Salesforce activities allow multiple WHO records but only one WHAT record. 
For example, if a user discusses multiple investment opportunities (Entities) or co-investment Deals with an 
Investor, Salesforce Activities would not allow the user to link to all of these records. 
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How to Enter Interactions 
 
Interactions Page Overview* 
 

 
* Exact fields will vary in each org 
 
1. Interactions Header - key summary fields about the Interaction. Fields displayed in the header can be adjusted 

based on user preference. 
2. Interactions Fields - key fields about the Interaction. The fields, field order, and picklist values can be adjusted 

based on your organization’s preferences. 
3. Summary - The Summary field is used to enter a brief summary of the Interaction (maximum of 255 characters). 

If this field is left blank, it will be automatically populated with the first 255 characters of the Notes field. The 
Summary field is often used in reporting. 

4. Reference List - This field will automatically populate with the References, separated by commas. Users should 
not populate this field. This field makes it easier to report on Interactions and associated References. 

5. Notes - The Notes field is used to enter detailed notes about the Interaction. This field has a 32k character 
limit. 

6. Interaction References - After an Interaction is saved, users can quickly add References to all relevant records. 
Users can capture the Reference Type and any relevant notes about the Reference. 

7. Touch - The Touch field is used to record important Interactions (e.g., we had a meeting with State University 
Endowment). In situations where other records are referenced, it’s important to capture the Reference but not 
record it as a Touch (e.g., we discussed White Family Investing but we did not meet with them). Touch can be 
helpful for reporting on Interactions. 

 



 

 
Entering Interactions - Browser 
You can create a new Interaction manually from any records on the following objects: Account, Contact, Deal, 
Entity, Fund, Fundraising, or Investor. To create a new Interaction, click on the ‘+ Interaction’ button. We 
recommend creating an Interaction from one of the records you’d like to reference, since, by doing so, you’ll 
automatically create that Reference in addition to the Interaction itself. This will also cascade to associated 
records. 
 

 

 
 
Cascading means that,  when you create a reference to a Contact, Deal, Fund, Fundraising, or Investor record, our 
code creates a 'cascaded' reference to that record's parent Account record.  
If you need to add additional Interaction References, click on the green “Add New Reference” button to quickly add 
additional References. 
 

 

 



 

 
Entering Interactions - Mobile App 
Salesforce’s mobile app (available on Apple’s App Store or the Google Play store) enables your on-the-go 
Interaction creation. Just like on the desktop version, we recommend creating an Interaction from one of the 
records you’d like to reference. Instead of needing to type up your Interaction notes, you can record them as a voice 
memo using your phone’s microphone.  Click here For information on how to download the Salesforce app.  
 

   

 
Entering Interactions - e2sf 
Users can send or forward emails to their specified Email to Salesforce (e2sf) email address to archive the email 
message as a new Interaction record in AIM. Your organization’s unique e2sf email address will end in “@e2sf.com”. 
If you do not know your e2sf email address, please contact Altvia Support. 
 
e2sf will automatically create an Interaction and Interaction References for any Contacts whose email address are 
found in the email (From, To, CC, and Email Body). References will also be created with the cascade feature (see 
information above).  
 
Users can also specify information to be included in the Interaction record that references existing records in AIM.  
To Add Information to the Interaction 
Type = _______  (sets the Type field on the resulting Interaction) 
Summary = _______  (sets the Summary field on the Interaction, 255 characters max) 
Time = _______  (sets the Time field on the resulting Interaction, e.g. 10:00 AM) 
 
To Reference other Records 
Touch = _______  (references created for the Interaction to be flagged as Touch) 
Account = _______  (adds Reference to an Account) 
Contact = _______  (adds Reference to a Contact *and cascades to Account) 
Deal = _______  (adds a Reference to a Deal *and cascades to Account) 
Fund = _______  (adds a Reference to a Fund *and cascades to Account) 

 

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/salesforce/id404249815
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.salesforce.chatter&hl=en_US
https://community.altvia.com/s/article/How-to-Download-Salesforce-for-your-Mobile-Device
https://community.altvia.com/support/s/contactsupport


 

Fundraising = _______  (adds a Reference to a Fundraising *and cascades to Account) 
Investor = _______  (adds a Reference to an Investor *and cascades to Account) 
Entity = _______  (adds a Reference to an Entity) 
 
e2sf Best Practices 

● Include References and Additional Information - As noted in the Overview above, instructions can be typed 
at the top of your email message to automatically connect the Interaction with other records in the system. 
Valid Interaction References can be made to Accounts, Contacts, Deals, Funds, Fundraising, Investors, or 
Entities. If you do not specify “Contact=” as an instruction, then e2sf will search for every email address in 
the message and create a Reference for any contacts whose email addresses are included in the email. 

● Use Descriptive Subject Lines - The Subject from the email will be imported into AIM as the Subject for the 
Interaction. Therefore, users are encouraged to change the Subject before forwarding the email into AIM to 
more accurately depict the nature of the Interaction. For example: “Quarterly Update” could be amended to 
“Q2 2020 Update.” 

● Include Attachments - All email attachments up to 10 MB are archived and attached to Interactions. If the 
file is larger than 10MB, best practice is to upload directly to the File section on the Interaction. 

● Add a Summary - You can use the “Summary=” instruction to add information to the Summary field for the 
Interaction. If no summary information is included, the Summary will contain the first 255 characters of the 
email message. The Summary instruction is limited to 255 characters (about 2 lines). 

● Do not forward every email into AIM - You and your team may rely on data in the Interactions tab to see 
concise, relevant information about important records. Forwarding every email into AIM may create clutter 
and difficulty in finding relevant or important Interactions. 

● Use a Blank Link Separator - In order for e2sf to know when the instructions end, users must insert a blank 
line (or carriage return) between the last instruction and the first line of the email message body. 

 
If you’re viewing emails on your mobile device that you want to record as an Interaction, the easiest and fastest 
way to do that is to forward the email to your Email to Salesforce (e2sf) address. This will create an Interaction and 
References for every email address that is associated with a Contact in your system. 
 
 
Entering Interactions - Tasks and Events 
Salesforce Activities (Tasks, Events) automatically convert to Interactions. Tasks convert to Interactions once the 
Status field is updated to ‘Completed’. References are created for each record referenced in the Task or Event’s 
‘Related To’ and Name fields. 
 

 



 

 

 
 
   

 



 

Events convert to Interactions once the Start Date and Time has passed. The fields that transfer from the Event to 
the Interaction are: Date, Subject, Description, and Location. 
 

 
 

 
 
   

 



 

What Happens when an Interaction is Created? 
If an Interaction is created with a Reference or References, a few key automated events occur. Cascading means 
that if a Contact, Deal, Fund, Fundraising, or Investor record is referenced, an Interaction Reference will be created 
for its parent Account. Last Interaction/Last Interaction Date and Last Touch/Last Touch Date fields on any record 
that has been referenced will be updated once that Reference has been saved. Additionally, if the Summary field is 
left blank, it will be populated with the first 255 characters of the Notes field. 
 
Email Plugins, Calendar Syncs, and Third Party Products  
Most email plugins and calendar syncs push emails and events to Salesforce as Tasks, Events, or Email Messages. 
AIM’s code creates Interactions and Interaction References from those standard Salesforce records, parsing each 
one to find email addresses from which to create Interaction References. We regularly test AIM Inbox and Lightning 
for Gmail/Outlook and recommend using either of those as your email plugin solution.  
 
There are third party products that fall outside the email connector/calendar sync categories that create Tasks and 
Events in Salesforce. Our code will also attempt to convert those records into Interactions and Interaction 
References as well. If you would not like to convert those, please contact Altvia Support to restrict parameters for 
conversion.  
 
Correspond: Market Edition  
When you send a Correspond: Market Edition mailing with 100 or fewer recipients, you can create a separate 
Interaction (and References) for each recipient.  
 

 
 

 
   

 

https://community.altvia.com/support/s/contactsupport


 

PPMs  
When sending a PPM, you have the option to create a corresponding Interaction (and References).  
 

 
 
 

How to Share Interactions 
 
 

Printable View  
By clicking the ‘Printable View’ button, you can generate a print-ready PDF for every Interaction.  
 

 
 

   

 



 

Send Notifications 
Use the ‘Send Notifications’ button to send other users, groups or people an email notification with information 
about an Interaction and a print-ready PDF of its contents. 
 

  
 

 
View All Interactions 
You can access a print-ready list of all Account, Contact, Deal, Entity, Fund, Fundraising, or Investor record’s 
Interactions by clicking the ‘View All’ button on that record’s Interaction related list. The ‘View All’ button shows all 
related Interactions, including the details. Users are able to add filters including Start Date, End Date, Exact Date, 
Interaction Owner, and Interaction Type. Users are also able to click the ‘Printable View’ button to generate a 
print-ready pdf of all Interactions, including the details. 
 
 

 



 

 
 
The ‘View All’ link at the bottom of the related list shows a list view of all Interactions, but does not display 
details like Interaction Summary and Notes. 
 

 
   

 



 

If users want to View All Interactions, including details, across multiple records, users can use the View All 
Interactions item. For example, users might want to understand all meetings over the past 7 days, including meeting 
details and references. 
 
To see all Interactions, click on the app launcher (9 dots in the upper left corner). Type “View All Interactions” and 
select the Item.  
 

 
 
Users are able to add filters including Start Date, End Date, Exact Date, Referenced Record, Interaction Owner, and 
Interaction Type. Users are also able to click the ‘Printable View’ button to generate a print-ready pdf of all 
Interactions, including the details. 
 

 
 
   

 



 

Recent Interactions on Tearsheets - Account 
You can access a print-ready tearsheet by clicking the ‘Generate Tearsheet’ button on the Account page. This will 
generate a tearsheet with Account details, related Contacts, Most Recent Interactions, and other relevant related 
lists. Tearsheets are an easy way to review Account information, including Interactions. 
 

 
 
 
   

 



 

How to Report On Interactions 
Reporting on Interactions is an important tool to understand recent meetings, coverage, next steps, etc. Reports 
can be scheduled in AIM on a regular cadence and sent to Users via email. Common reports include: 

● Interactions - Last Week 
● Accounts where Last Interaction Date is greater than X days (e.g., Current LPs where Last Interaction Date is 

greater than 30 days) 
● Coverage Reports (e.g. For the Accounts that I cover, who has not been contacted in the past 30 days) 
● Interaction Count by Type 

 
Report Types are key for creating Interaction reports. It’s important to think about what information needs to be 
included in the Report.  

● If you need summary information, use the Last Interaction and Last Interaction Date fields. This allows you 
to use Report Types for each object (e.g. Account). The Notes field is truncated in this view so that multiple 
rows of data appear. However, if the Report is exported to Excel, all data is visible. 

 

 
   

 



 

 
● If you need detailed information on Interactions, use a Report Type that includes Interactions WITH 

Interaction References. Please contact Altvia Support if you need help with creating Reports and/or Report 
Types. 

 

 
 
 
Interactions Best Practices 
There are many best practices to help your organization get the most out of Interactions: 

● All Users Input Interactions - Encourage all users to input their Interactions. This allows for more timely 
information into the system and gets users in the habit of leveraging and enhancing the data in AIM. 

● Use Descriptive Subjects - Use specific Subject lines so that it’s easy for users to understand information 
about the Interaction without having to click into the Interaction. For example, if the subject of all meetings 
is “Meeting”, users need to click into the Interaction to understand who participated and what was 
discussed. A better subject would be “Conversation with Dion Almond to discuss interest in Fund VII”.  

● Standard Processes - As a team, define and agree to general processes for entering Interactions. For 
example, does every meeting get entered as an Interaction, who enters the notes after the meeting, how 
general or specific should the notes be, should References be created for only Accounts and Contacts or all 
records? 

● Leverage the Cascade Feature - Always start the Interaction on a related record so that at least one 
Interaction Reference is automatically created. If possible, start on the related Contact so that the Contact 
and related Account Interaction References are automatically created. 

● Enter Meaningful Interactions - AIM  can get cluttered if you input thousands of Interactions that don’t 
provide significant value. Be thoughtful about what information is entered and, if entering emails as 
Interactions (either through e2sf or an email plugin tool), wait until an email thread is ‘complete’ before 
logging it as an Interaction. 

 
 

 

https://community.altvia.com/support/s/contactsupport

